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My Inventions The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla
2021-01-01

welcome to nikola tesla s autobiography my inventions tesla was 63 years old
when this text was first published in the electrical experimenter magazine in
1919 i was taking electronics engineering classes in college when i first
learned about nikola tesla i discovered that tesla developed several of the
most important technologies we use today i thought it strange that tesla had
contributed so much to the world yet he s virtually unknown to most people he
s a true unsung hero i became so interested in tesla that i eventually built
my own tesla coil i wrote a tesla coil design program called teslamap and
created the tesla coil design construction and operation guide but enough
about me

My Inventions
2022-11-22

nikola tesla 1856 1943 was a forerunner of the electronic age and one of
science s greatest unsung heroes this book which was written with humor and
élan provides unique insights into one of the leading figures in modern
science his research created much of the foundation for contemporary
electrical and communication systems however tesla s name and contributions
are only faintly known today the visionary scientist speaks for himself in
this volume originally published in a six part series in electrical
experimenter magazine this edition includes the essay the problem of
increasing human energy with special reference to the harnessing of the sun s
energy which anticipates latter day advances in environmental technology
written with wit and élan this memoir offers fascinating insights into one of
the great minds of modern science

My Inventions
2016

my inventions is an autobiographical account of nikola tesla genius inventor
written at the age of 63 the content of the book was largely drawn from a
series of articles that nikola tesla had written for electrical experimenter
magazine tesla s personal account is divided into six chapters covering
different periods of his life my early life my first efforts at invention my
later endeavors the discovery of the tesla coil and transformer the
magnifying transmitter and the art of telautomatics tesla tells about his
life how his inventions came to him and even how his inventions helped save
his life he tells his encounters with famous people his brushes with death
which happened more than once and also about some future ideas this
autobiography provides a deeply captivating sight into tesla s genius mind
and his strange world out of time
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My Inventions – Nikola Tesla's Autobiography
2020-10-27

my inventions is an autobiographical account of nikola tesla genius inventor
written at the age of 63 the content of the book was largely drawn from a
series of articles that nikola tesla had written for electrical experimenter
magazine tesla s personal account is divided into six chapters covering
different periods of his life my early life my first efforts at invention my
later endeavors the discovery of the tesla coil and transformer the
magnifying transmitter and the art of telautomatics tesla tells about his
life how his inventions came to him and even how his inventions helped save
his life he tells his encounters with famous people his brushes with death
which happened more than once and also about some future ideas this
autobiography provides a deeply captivating sight into tesla s genius mind
and his strange world out of time

My Inventions
2021-05-07

in 1919 nikola tesla had his autobiography published in the electrical
experimenter hugo gernsback s magazine the entire text was divided into 6
parts and published in february march april may june and october hugo
gernsback wrote an intro to every part and an extra article nikola tesla the
man that is more about tesla s appearance i reckon this article is a very
valuable addition for anyone who would like to know nikola tesla today the
text of tesla s autobiography can be obtained from many sources but none of
them as far as i know include gernsback s intro s and article nor most of the
illustrations also most sources provide a slightly modified text in most
cases these modifications are insignificant but to get a good feel of tesla
and his time i believe the only way to do so is to read the original text in
the exact same form as it was published in 1919 so here it is the original
text in the original spelling with the original headers commentaries and
illustrations this is as close as one can get to meeting nikola tesla

My Inventions - Illustrated
2020-01-02

a new edition of the famous series of articles by nikola tesla that appeared
in the electrical experimenter magazine in 1919 gathered together they are
unique in providing a glimpse into tesla s mind and his private thoughts it
tells about the man his motivations and the values that he held the articles
have been fully edited and reformatted and new illustrations have been added
throughout reviews awesome book i would highly recommend it to anyone
interested in the life and works of nikola tesla not only is it an invitation
to one of the greatest minds of the last century but a chance to get to know
tesla as a person as the book is filled with anecdotes of his early life this
book was nothing short of inspirational i am in no way an electrical expert
but this book makes me want to start a career in electrical engineering after
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reading this informative autobiography of one of the world greatest inventors
i started researching ways to learn basic electrical components and how they
work hands on if you know who tesla was and his contribution to the civilized
world of electronics then i do not need to say any more this is not a
technical book but an overview of his life and background material for his
basic contributions genius genius genius the greatest electrical engineer who
ever lived cannot get enough of his work this book is a must read for anyone
in the electrical engineering profession he is responsible for so much of
what we take for granted today including our whole system for generation and
distribution of ac electricity thank you tesla and thank you to the
publishers for perpetuating his legacy contents my early life my first
efforts at invention my later endeavors the discovery of the tesla coil and
transformer the magnifying transmitter the art of telautomatics the first
chapter of another title by nikola tesla the problem of increasing human
energy also published by a distant mirror is included

My Inventions
2020-05-17

nikola tesla 1856 1943 was a serbian american inventor electrical engineer
mechanical engi neer physicist and futurist best known for his contributions
to the design of the modern alternating current ac electricity supply system
tesla gained experience in telephony and electrical engineering before
emigrating to the united states in 1884 to work for thomas edison in new york
city he soon struck out on his own with financial backers setting up
laboratories and companies to develop a range of electrical devices his
patented ac induction motor and transformer were licensed by george
westinghouse who also hired tesla for a short time as a consultant his work
in the formative years of electric power development was involved in a
corporate alternating current direct current war of currents as well as
various patent battles the investors showed little interest in tesla s ideas
for new types of motors and electrical transmission equipment and also seemed
to think it was better to develop an electrical utility than invent new
systems they eventually forced tesla out leaving him penniless he even lost
control of the patents he had generated since he had assigned them to the
company in lieu of stock he had to work at various electrical repair jobs and
even as a ditch digger for 2 per day tesla considered the winter of 1886 1887
as a time of terrible headaches and bitter tears during this time he
questioned the value of his education chapter 1 my early life the progressive
development of man is vitally dependent on invention it is the most important
product of his creative brain its ultimate purpose is the complete mastery of
mind over the material world the harnessing of the forces of nature to human
needs this is the difficult task of the inventor who is often misunderstood
and unrewarded but he finds ample compensation in the pleasing exercises of
his powers and in the knowledge of being one of that exceptionally privileged
class without whom the race would have long ago perished in the bitter
struggle against pitiless elements speaking for myself i have already had
more than my full measure of this exquisite enjoyment so much that for many
years my life was little short of continuous rapture i am credited with being
one of the hardest workers and perhaps i am if thought is the equivalent of
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labor for i have devoted to it almost all of my waking hours but if work is
interpreted to be a definite performance in a specified time according to a
rigid rule then i may be the worst of idlers every effort under compulsion
demands a sacrifice of life energy i never paid such a price on the contrary
i have thrived on my thoughts in attempting to give a connected and faithful
account of my activities in this series of articles which will be presented
with the assistance of the editors of the electrical experimenter and are
chiefly addressed to our young men readers i must dwell however reluctantly
on the impressions of my youth and the circumstances and events which have
been instrumental in determining my career our first endeavors are purely
instinctive promptings of an imagination vivid and undisciplined as we grow
older reason asserts itself and we become more and more sys tematic and
designing but those early impulses although not immediately productive are of
the greatest moment and may shape our very destinies indeed i feel now that
had i understood and cultivated instead of suppressing them i would have
added substantial value to my bequest to the world but not until i had
attained manhood did i realize that i was an inventor

My Inventions
2016-04-12

nikola tesla was an inventor and a mechanical and electrical engineer he is
best known for his revolutionary developments in the field of electricity and
magnetism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries an astonishing
autobiography this book touches on his life and career his first inventions
and discoveries born an ethnic serb in the village of smiljan vojna krajina
in the territory of today s croatia he was a subject of the austrian empire
by birth and later became an american citizen after the invention of wireless
communication radio in 1894 he was widely known as one of the greatest
electrical engineers who worked in america tesla was later ostracized and
regarded as a mad scientist never having put much focus on his finances tesla
died impoverished at the age of 86

The Inventions
2021-04-03

originally published in 1919 in electrical experimenter magazine here are
nikola tesla s reflections on his early years and work

My Inventions
2005-09

in this book one of the greatest scientific minds to have ever lived nikola
tesla presents his life story it goes beyond his scientific achievements and
recounts his childhood early education followed by his most vital research
and inventions the book allows us to get to know him on a personal level and
share his great achievements
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My Inventions: The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla
2017-12-23

my inventions the autobiography of nikola tesla is a book compiled and edited
by ben johnston detailing the work of nikola tesla the content was largely
drawn from a series of articles that nikola tesla had written for electrical
experimenter magazine in 1919 when he was 63 years old tesla s personal
account is divided into six chapters covering different periods of his life
my early life my first efforts at invention my later endeavors the discovery
of the rotating magnetic field the discovery of the tesla coil and
transformer the magnifying transmitter and the art of telautomatics

My Inventions: the Autobiography of Nikola Tesla
(Global Classics)
2020-07-27

one of science s great unsung heroes nikola tesla 1856 1943 was a prophet of
the electronic age his research laid much of the groundwork for modern
electrical and communication systems and his impressive accomplishments
include development of the alternating current electrical system radio the
tesla coil transformer wireless transmission and fluorescent lighting yet his
name and work are only dimly recognized today tesla s research was so
groundbreaking that many of his contemporaries failed to understand it and
other scientists are unjustly credited for his innovations the visionary
scientist speaks for himself in this volume originally published in 1919 as a
six part series in electrical experimenter magazine tesla recounts his
boyhood in croatia his schooling and work in europe his collaboration with
thomas edison and his subsequent research this edition includes the essay the
problem of increasing human energy with special reference to the harnessing
of the sun s energy which anticipates latter day advances in environmental
technology written with wit and lan this memoir offers fascinating insights
into one of the great minds of modern science

My Inventions
2016-05-18

our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have the essential
ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes by reading this summary you will
discover who nikola tesla is and how his inventions have influenced the
modern world especially in the field of electricity you will also discover
how his eventful youth influenced his life he fought hard for recognition of
his genius his contemporaries and especially the press took him for a madman
my inventions is an autobiography composed of six articles written around
1900 and published in 1919 indeed the author felt that there was no urgency
to publish his memoirs he knew that he would live to be 125 years old to have
time to complete all his research buy now the summary of this book for the
modest price of a cup of coffee
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My inventions
1982

tesla s autobiography originally printed as a series of six magazine articles
in the electrical experimenter magazine complete with all original plus 6
additional illustrations

My Inventions - Nikola Tesla's Autobiography
2021-04-22

他 是最后一位科学先知 也是 电动豪车特斯拉之父 埃隆 马斯克的精神偶像 更是迄今为止唯一能与达 芬奇齐名的天才 但正是这样一位充满传奇色彩的科学巨匠 却
几乎被世人遗忘 人们记得爱迪生发明了直流电 却鲜有人知道是尼古拉 特斯拉发明了交流电 我们今天的生活之所以充满光明都是得益于他的发明 特斯拉将其一生都献给
了发明事业 成就更是惊人 1000多项发明专利 曾十一次被授予诺贝尔奖的殊荣 尽管最终他都没有接受 孟子云 天将降大任于斯人也 必先苦其心志 劳其筋骨 饿
其体肤 空乏其身 行拂乱其所为 所以特斯拉的一生才那么多磨难 这正是上天对他的考验 而他之所以能成为上帝的宠儿 给予他那么丰富的发明才能 正是因为他经受住
了这些考验 本书是尼古拉 特斯拉唯一一部亲笔撰写的自传 在书中 他亲述了其1000多项伟大发明的过程与心路 客观而深刻地展示了自己传奇的一生 并揭开了爱迪
生将其视为最大劲敌背后的真相 全书以其少年生活为开头 又以其对世界和平的期望而收尾 体现了一位发明家 科学家的历史责任感 他的一切努力和发明都是为了提高人
们的生活质量和维护世界和平

SUMMARY - My Inventions: The Autobiography Of
Nikola Tesla By Nikola Tesla
2021-06-02

the inventions researches and writings of nikola tesla is a book compiled by
thomas commerford martin detailing the work of nikola tesla through 1893 the
book is a comprehensive compilation of tesla s pioneering activities research
and works the book contains 43 chapters most of them on different areas of
tesla s research and inventions by tesla the ideas and inventions are
conveyed in their own way determining by their own place by intrinsic merit
but with the fact that tesla blazed a path that electrical development would
later follow for years to come the compiler of the book endeavored to bring
together all of tesla s work up to that point in tesla s life aside from
indicating the range of his thought and originality of his mind the book has
historical value because it describes the scope of tesla s early inventions
tesla is recognized as one of the foremost electrical researchers and
inventors and at the time of publication the book was the bible of every
electrical engineer practicing the profession

My Inventions
2024-02-20

dyson has become a byword for high performing products technology design and
invention now james dyson the inventor and entrepreneur who made it all
happen tells his remarkable and inspirational story in invention a life
famously over a four year period james dyson made 5127 prototypes of the
cyclonic vacuum cleaner that would transform the way houses are cleaned
around the world in devoting all his resources to iteratively developing the
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technology he risked it all but out ofmany failures and setbacks came hard
fought success his products including vacuum cleaners hair dryers and hair
stylers and fans and purifiers are not only revolutionary technologies but
design classics this was a legacy of his time studying at the royal college
of art in the 1960s when he was inspired by some of the most famous artists
designers and inventors of the era as well as his engineering heroes such as
frank whittle and alec issigonis in invention a life dyson reveals how he
came to set up his own company and led it to become one of the most inventive
technology companies in the world it is a compelling and dramatic tale with
many obstacles overcome dyson has always looked to the future even setting up
his own university to help provide the next generation of engineers and
designers for as he says everything changes all the time so experience is of
little use whether you are someone who has an idea for a better product an
aspiring entrepreneur whether you appreciate great design or a page turning
read invention a life offers you inspiration hope and much more

特斯拉自传——被遗忘的科学巨匠
2015-03-01

autobiographical works can take many forms from the intimate writings made
during life that were not necessarily intended for publication including
letters diaries journals memoirs and reminiscences to a formal book length
autobiography reading an autobiography can offer a unique insight into a
world and experience very different from your own and these real life stories
are even more entertaining and stranger than fiction take a glimpse into the
lives of some of the world s most inspiring and successful celebrities from
ancient times to the present day 1 the life of flavius josephus 2 de bello
gallico and other commentaries by julius caesar 3 the confessions of st
augustine by bishop of hippo saint augustine 4 the autobiography of st
ignatius by saint of loyola ignatius 5 letters to his son complete by earl of
philip dormer stanhope chesterfield 6 autobiography of benjamin franklin 7
personal memoirs of ulysses s grant 8 an autobiography by theodore roosevelt
9 autobiography of andrew carnegie 10 my inventions the autobiography of
nikola tesla 11 henry ford highlights of his life 12 the autobiography of
goethe by johann wolfgang von goethe 13 the memoirs of victor hugo 14
mohandas k gandhi autobiography the story of my experiments with truth

Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nikola Tesla
2023-12-16

who was nikola tesla find out in this comprehensive volume that includes
tesla s autobiography and scientific writings as well as other works that
examine his life and career in detail nikola tesla came from a humble
upbringing in what is now croatia and reached the heights of science and
technology in the united states at the turn of the twentieth century the
autobiography of nikola tesla and other works gives readers a compelling
insight into the man whose ideas revolutionized the fields of electrical and
mechanical engineering and who continues to be a source of inspiration for
modern inventors this volume includes tesla s autobiography my inventions
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1919 articles and diagrams that he published in scientific magazines
including the problem of increasing human energy in which he discusses the
potential of solar power and thomas commerford martin s the inventions
researches and writings of nikola tesla a scholarly introduction examines
tesla s life and career and the impact that he has had on generations of
inventors up to the present day

My Inventions - Autobiography
2016-07

nikola tesla s autobiography my inventions was first published as a 6 part
series in the electrical experimenter magazine february june and october 1919
issues nikola tesla 1856 1943 was a serbian american inventor electrical
engineer mechanical engineer and futurist who is best known for his
contributions to the design of the modern alternating current ac electricity
supply system born and raised in the austrian empire tesla received an
advanced education in engineering and physics in the 1870s and gained
practical experience in the early 1880s working in telephony and at
continental edison in the new electric power industry he emigrated to the
united states in 1884 where he would become a naturalized citizen attempting
to develop inventions he could patent and market tesla conducted a range of
experiments with mechanical oscillators generators electrical discharge tubes
and early x ray imaging he also built a wireless controlled boat one of the
first ever exhibited tesla became well known as an inventor and would
demonstrate his achievements to celebrities and wealthy patrons at his lab
and was noted for his showmanship at public lectures all 6 chapters includes
my early life how tesla conceived the rotary magnetic field the discovery of
the tesla coil transformer

Invention
2021-09-02

nikola tesla wrote my inventions as a six part series appearing in the
magazine electrical experimenter s february march april may june and october
1919 issues tesla is the man out of time the man who could have built you a
cell phone back in the early 1900s the man who invented radio and the man who
is chiefly responsible for useful modern electricity what better way to learn
about the greatest scientist to be forgotten by history books than to read
his life story in his own words

MY INVENTIONS Autobiography of Nikola Tesla
2023-02-13

nikola tesla has been called the most important man of the twentieth century
certainly he contributed more to the field of electricity radio and
television than any other person living or dead ultimately he died alone and
impoverished having driven all of his friends away through his neurotic and
eccentric behavior tesla was never able to fit into the world that he found
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himself in this autobiography my inventions the autobiography of nikola tesla
originally serialized in electrical experimenter is an intensely fascinating
glimpse into the mind of a genius his inventions and the magical world in
which he lived

Classic Collection of Autobiographies. Illustrated
2021-12-07

at the age of 63 tesla tells the story of his creative life find out the
seemingly mystic powers of concentration and visualization that helped a man
change the world forever

The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla and Other Works
2021-10-19

famously over a four year period james dyson made 5 127 prototypes of the
cyclonic vacuum cleaner that would transform the way houses are cleaned
around the world dyson reveals how he came to set up his own company and led
it to become one of the most inventive technology companies in the world
dyson has always looked to the future even setting up his own university to
help provide the next generation of engineers and designers it is a
compelling and dramatic tale with many obstacles overcome provided by
publisher

My Inventions
2018-11-10

includes tesla s autobiography my inventions and the lengthy philosophical
essay the problem of increasing human energy with special reference to the
harnessing of the sun s energy as well as a series of lectures

My Inventions
2010

the strange life of nikola tesla is the renamed part one the life of tesla by
nikola tesla of the book the wall of light nikola tesla and the venusian
space ship the x 12 written by arthur h matthews and published in 1973 the
strange life of nikola tesla was published by kolmogorov smirnov publishing
with no identifying publish date and subsequently became the first online
version of nikola tesla s autobiography it was transcribed by john roland
penner in 1994 from a small typed booklet photocopied and stapled although it
is the first electronic version of tesla s autobiography available online it
contains many significant errors carried over from the original photocopied
text online internet scrutiny has subsequently revealed numerous omissions
and additions that did not appear in the original serial text published in
electrical experimenter magazine the original six part series published in
electrical experimenter magazine in 1919 has been republished in book form as
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my inventions the autobiography of nikola tesla hart brothers williston 1983

My Inventions
2010-04-12

investigating autobiographical writing of mary mccarthy henry james jean paul
sartre saul friedlander and maxine hong kingston this book argues that
autobiographical truth is not a fixed but an evolving content in a process of
self creation further paul john eakin contends the self at the center of all
autobiography is necessarily fictive professor eakin shows that the
autobiographical impulse is simply a special form of reflexive consciousness
from a developmental viewpoint the autobiographical act is a mode of self
invention always practiced first in living and only eventually and
occasionally in writing originally published in 1985 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

My Inventions
2017-07-24

the problem of increasing human energy is an essay written by nikola tesla to
honor his agreement with the editor of the century magazine to produce an
article on his findings in this essay tesla explained the superiority of the
wireless system he envisioned but the article was more of a lengthy
philosophical treatise than an understandable scientific description of his
work he contemplates on how a man should utilize his time and body what makes
a man productive in his highest capacity and what increases man s energy in
the human capacity tesla approaches human potential energy from the physics
perspective tying it to the mass speed and removal of retarding forces when
human civilization was just starting to impact the natural world tesla was
already worrying about problems of overpopulating and running out unrenewable
resources he was not only pointing this out but he was already working out
the solutions

My Inventions
2015-03-03

フリーエネルギー スカラー電磁波 人工地震 歴史の闇に葬られた異才 回顧録に隠された 超天才の頭の中

Invention
2021-09-07
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good press presents to you this meticulously edited book which present the
incredible research inventions and legacy of nikola tesla content my
inventions autobiography of nikola tesla lectures a new system of alternate
current motors and transformers experiments with alternate currents of very
high frequency and their application to methods of artificial illumination
experiments with alternate currents of high potential and high frequency on
light and other high frequency phenomena on electricity my submarine
destroyer high frequency oscillators for electro therapeutic and other
purposes scientific articles swinburne s hedgehog transformer phenomena of
alternating currents of very high frequency alternate current electrostatic
induction apparatus an electrolytic clock electric discharge in vacuum tubes
notes on a unipolar dynamo the drehstrom patent the ewing high frequency
alternator and parson s steam engine on the dissipation of the electrical
energy of the hertz resonator the physiological and other effects of high
frequency currents nikola tesla about his experiments in electrical healing
the age of electricity the problem of increasing human energy talking with
planets can bridge the gap to mars little aeroplane progress how to signal to
mars the transmission of electric energy without wires the wonder world to be
created by electricity nikola tesla sees a wireless vision correction by mr
tesla the true wireless on reflected roentgen rays on roentgen radiations
roentgen ray investigations tuned lightning tesla s wireless torpedo tesla s
tidal wave to make war impossible possibilities of wireless my apparatus says
tesla mr tesla s vision wonders of the future electric drive for battle ships
a lighting machine on novel principles electrical oscillators letters to
magazine editors the inventions researches and writings of nikola tesla by t
c martin

My Inventions and Other Writing and Lectures
2021-04-28

nikola tesla is the true unsung prophet of the electric age without whom our
radio auto ignition telephone television and alternating current power
generation and transmission would all have been impossible yet his life and
times have vanished largely from public access this autobiography is released
to remedy this situation and to understand the life and the mind of nikola
tesla contents chapter 1 my early life the progressive development of man is
vitally dependent on invention it is the most important product of his
creative brain its ultimate purpose is the complete mastery of mind over the
material world the harnessing of the forces of nature to human needs chapter
2 i shall dwell briefly on these extraordinary experiences on account of
their possible interest to students of psychology and physiology and also
because this period of agony was of the greatest consequence on my mental
development and subsequent labors chapter 3 how tesla conceived the rotary
magnetic field at the age of ten i entered the real gymnasium which was a new
and fairly well equipped institution in the department of physics were
various models of classical scientific apparatus electrical and mechanical
the demonstrations and experiments performed from time to time by the
instructors fascinated me and were undoubtedly a powerful incentive to
invention chapter 4 the discovery of the tesla coil and transformer for a
while i gave myself up entirely to the intense enjoyment of picturing
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machines and devising new forms it was a mental state of happiness about as
complete as i have ever known in life ideas came in an uninterrupted stream
and the only difficulty i had was to hold them fast chapter 5 as i review the
events of my past life i realize how subtle are the influences that shape our
destinies an incident of my youth may serve to illustrate chapter 6 no
subject to which i have ever devoted myself has called for such concentration
of mind and strained to so dangerous a degree the finest fibers of my brain
as the systems of which the magnifying transmitter is the foundation
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